The Center for Learning and Improving Performance (CLIP) is pleased to announce that we offer bundles through a Skillsoft Subscription, which highlight topics such as unconscious bias, discrimination, and harassment.

*Please note that all courses listed in a bundle are assigned to the user for completion.*

**Unconscious Bias and Discrimination Bundle**  
*(Skillsoft Complete Courseware subscription: access to over 3,000 courses)*  
**Subscription Price:** $125.00

- Understanding Unconscious Bias - 25 minutes
- Overcoming Unconscious Bias in the Workplace - 25 minutes
- Overcoming Your Own Unconscious Bias - 22 minutes
- Your Role in Workplace Diversity - 30 minutes
- Bridging the Diversity Gap - 27 minutes
- Understanding Workplace Diversity - 6 minutes impact

**Unconscious Bias, Discrimination, and Harassment Bundle**  
*(Legal Compliance subscription)*  
**Subscription Price:** $65.00

- Compliance Short: Unconscious Bias - 4 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Diversity- Its Value in the Workplace - 3 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Diversity- Ensuring a Diverse Applicant Pool - 3 minutes
- EEO and Lawful Hiring - 11 minutes
- Compliance Short: Promoting Diversity and Avoiding Discrimination - 7 minutes
- Compliance Short: Accommodating Disabilities - 4 minutes
- Compliance Impact: Harassment – It’s No Joke - 6 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Bullying- Not in the Workplace - 5 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Bullying- The Manager’s Role - 9 minutes
- Compliance Impact: Harassment – Handling the Complaint - 6 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Harassment and Retaliation - 10 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Harassment and Retaliation for Managers - 10 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Harassment- A Case Study - 12 minutes
- Compliance Expert: Harassment- A Case Study for Managers - 12 minutes
- Compliance Short: Preventing Harassment and Promoting Respect - 5 minutes
- Compliance Short: Preventing Harassment and Promoting Respect 2 - 6 minutes
- Compliance Impact: Respectful Workplace – The Bully - 6 minutes
- Compliance Impact: Respectful Workplace – One Bad Apple - 6 minutes

**Various Course Types:**

*Expert* - videos feature interview-style conversations with leading Subject Matter Experts who distill the law into relevant and relatable principles that employees can apply in their day-to-day work.

*Impacts* – include a short, scenario-based video coupled with a printable summary takeaway.

*Shorts* – feature scenario-based video clips backed by engaging practice exercises and a final assessment.